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From small to large – 
the whole range!
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Your Herth+Buss partner:

Highlights

Diagnosis on Demand - 
Diagnosis at OE level!
With the help of the innovative diagnostic 
solution „Diagnosis on Demand“(DoD), 
workshops are provided with the ideal au-
tomotive diagnostic device to easily pro-
gram and code electrical vehicle systems 
as required. With DoD, you can reach OE 
levels in terms of service and diagnostics 
without having to invest in expensive 

equipment and high fixed costs. Tailored 
to the respective service, you only pay for 
the service you have actually used. To gain 
direct access to the vehicle data, the DoD 
diagnostic device establishes an online 
connection between the vehicle and the 
Herth+Buss diagnostic team.

TesTip – 
Practical test lead set
The TesTip test lead set contains various 
test lead adapters with which the func-
tions of the multimeter can be expanded 
to include further measured variables. The 
adapters allow both simplified trouble-
shooting and safe signal tapping through 
direct contacting with electronic automoti-
ve components. The 94-piece set includes 
all common plugs and plug sleeves as well 

as a measuring bridge that allows you to 
reach into the circuit without damaging 
seals. The set is equipped with flexible 
measuring tips that will not break even if 
the resistance is a little higher. In addition, 
the test lead set includes polarity testers, 
measuring potentiometers and measuring 
resistors.
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Are you missing the spare part you need?  
You are certain to find the perfect product in our online catalogue.

 � Quick and easy part identification
 � Vehicle allocations, reference numbers,  
criteria and product images for over 27,700  
items updated every month

 � Technical data, parts/accessory lists, service  
information, installation instructions

 � Country-specific and in 20 languages
 � OE references
 � Premium universal parts search

herthundbuss.com/online-katalog

The online catalogue – 
all parts in one place!



ELPARTSELPARTS

Passt immer!

Electrics  |  Installation  |  Tools  |  Lighting

Signal devices

Signal units

Relays

Control units

Switches

Actuators+Sensors

Locking system

Voltage transformers

Inverter

Alternators+Starters

Wash water pump

Ignition system

Connectors

Attachment parts

Cable straps

Gaskets+Grommets

Insulating tape

Hoses+Pipes

Cables+ 
Cable connections

Battery accessories

Plug housings

Fuses

Plugs+Sockets

Assortments

Release tools

Pliers

Service+Diagnostics

Measuring technology

Battery management

Processing+Installation

Workshop lamps

Headlights

Lights

Reflectors

Warning equipment

Connection sets

(Lamp) sockets

Bulbs

With our Elparts range we offer a comprehensive 
product spectrum that meets any requirement, from 
automobiles to commercial vehicles. This is our profes-
sional workshop solution and that‘s why we‘re always 
first choice.

The specialist in 
vehicle electrics!

Our services for you:
 � over 6,200 universal parts
 � over 3,000 vehicle-specific parts with 
666,000 vehicle links

 � comprehensive range for all vehicle types
 � exactly fitting parts allocation
 � professional-quality solutions from Herth+Buss

ELECTRICS INSTALLATION TOOLS LIGHTING


